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Doing it

Always the way!



Fiberpol Technologies is a family run company; crafting durable and
luxurious Surfacing Solutions, from Solid Surface, Granite & Quartz
for families, businesses and industrial applications alongside other

professionals in the design and construction field since 1991.
 

Our fabrication is done entirely in house at our convenient facility in
San Juan. We have included trained personnel on our staff & we now

approach your projects with more than 25 years of accumulated
fabrication experience!

 
We partner with Architects, Interior Designers, Contractors and

Homeowners in order to meet your needs more exactly. Together,
Fiberpol Technologies and Our Partners, provide expert advice and
tailored surfacing solutions for Our Customers, ensuring complete

satisfaction and an enjoyable customer experience.
 

We look forward to being a part of your project!
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To continue to excel in providing innovative and trending solutions and
expand our product lines to be a more comprehensive solution

provider to our clients. Also, to expand into developing markets in the
Caribbean and South America.

Our Vision
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Our Mission

To provide quality solutions to our customers by using industry best
practices, while advancing the quality of life of our staff and

community. To use our expertise and knowledge to provide solutions -
driven, customer-centric service in the markets we serve.

Our Values

Integrity

Industrious

Customer-Centric Service

Continuously Improving

Committed to Quality

Team Players
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Our Process
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Measurements

Template

Fabrication

Your Vision ....

...Realised.

Installation

Quotation
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Kitchen bar counter

Quartz is an engineered stone, composed of over 90% pure quartz crystals, coupled with high-
performance, stain-resistant polymers, which make it a durable surface, ideal for any

countertop application. Quartz is both heat and scratch resistant, but we do not encourage you
to place very hot items on your counter tops or to use your counter top as a cutting surface.
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Serenity

Swan Cotton

Speccio WhiteSilouette

Statuario Crema Tiffany Grey

Royale BlancPewterEmperadoro

Venician Avario MetroplitanIndian Pearl



Piatra Grey Campina

Bianco SandAspenAuburn Abyss

Walnut Luster Arora SnowBrava Marfil

Grey Drift

Statuario Gris
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Solid Surface is a non-porous, seamless material which is chemical and stain resistant. Solid
Surface has a 100% Acrylic base and is largely heat resistant, although we do not recommend

placing very hot items directly on the surface. Counters made of Solid Surface will scratch/
gouge if used as a cutting/chopping surface, so we recommend the use of a cutting board.

However, Solid Surface can be repaired or refinished to regain its original “new” look.

Kitchen Vanity
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Expresso Granite

Blanca Granite

Aztec GraniteRiverbed Granite

Forest Granite Red Diamond Sparkle

Senora GraniteLava GraniteKiwi Granite

Copper Granite Kalidascope GraniteRye Granite



Raven Boulder

Gold Rush Gemstone

South Beach Boulder

Moscada Granite

Alaskan White Calacatta White

Pinncale Boulder

Ultimate BoulderShangrilla Granite

White Mosiac Aspen GraniteIndigo Granite



Flax

Snowfall

MonsoonSable

Desert North Ridge

BriskGrey WhiteGrey

Designer White Clear SkyAspen Grey



Rolling Sage

Rain Dance

ShorelineSand Dollar

Metallic Black Mt. Carrara

Coral QuartzDog WoodTundra

Blue Lagoon Volcanic AshSanta Fe



White BirchTalus OysterShadow Concrete

Night Sky Sand StoneMt. Jade
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Kitchen Outdoor bar

Granite is an igneous rock, formed from solidified magma (molten rock) from the earth’s core.
Granite is heat resistant, but extreme heat can cause cracking or pitting (pieces of stone
coming out) due to thermal shock. Therefore we recommend not placing very hot items

directly on to granite surfaces. Granite is also scratch resistant, but not entirely scratch-proof
as heavy objects dragged across its surface can cause damage.
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Azul Platino StargateTyphoon Bordeux

Stormy NightNew Caledonia
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Bullnose

Ogee

Hollywood Bevel

Roundover



Eased Champhered
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STone Supplies

As a visionary company, we support local and regional fabricators and joiners by supplying
Solid Surface, Quartz, and Granite materials wholesale, as well as related fabricating supplies.
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West Hills Apartment Kitchen

Our Projects
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TMV Residence Indoor Bar

Bayside Apartment Vanity

UWI Lab

Diego Martin Residence

Residential & Commercial
Applications
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Past Customer Experiences

        "In Trinidad, it is rare  that one comes across a company with any form of
professionalism. When we do, it is worth noting. Not everyday but every time, I
go into the bathroom, I cannot believe that I have a beautiful counter top with a
modern functional face basin and  faucet. You have no idea how much joy it
brings me. I have been without functional facebasin for three years because no
one could solve the problem. Fiberpol did. I cannot thank Judy enough for
finding you and  your good taste in the choice of accessories."

A Happy Customer

        "Fiberpol Technologies Ltd was recommended to me by my architect to
install kitchen and bathroom counters at my home in central Trinidad. From the
very first interaction with them, I felt assured that I made the right selection.
They were very good in guiding the client to make the best choice from the wide
range of finishes they carry. They were prompt in providing their quotations and
equally prompt in the delivery and installations. Their installations were
completed precisely as scheduled with no gimmicks, no excuses and the
workmanship was of an extremely high quality. I would strongly recommend
Fiberpol Technologies Ltd for your counters."

A Happy Customer
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1-3 Sadhoo Trace
El Socorro Extension
San Juan
 
868.235.5423
 
info@fiberpoltt.com
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Specialising in

Granite, Quartz, Solid Surface & Cabinets

Manufacturing - Wholesale - Retail
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